Rock- Blasting- and Mining Technique

Training for competence

Competence and experience

Philosophy and structure

Michael Hermansson, President of the company,
has during the years been in close collaboration with
many important contractor, mining, drilling and
explosive companies.

To optimize training you must start the project with
an analyze of technique, routines and equipment
used today and from that form the training programme. The training ends with a follow up of the
practical result out on the work site. This give the
possibility to reach our goal, competence.

BergUtbildarna AB, a leading company in Sweden for training in modern drilling and blasting
technique. The company have more than 30 years
experience in this field.

BergUtbildarna AB takes part in a great number of
training activities in Sweden: training for Blasting
Foreman licenses, training for Blasting Supervisors,
training for licenses for Transport of Dangerous
Goods, training for licenses for Explosive Store
keepers, training for Driller licenses.

The company offer both theoretical and practical
training and the most important factor in all training is: code of good practice - safety.

Competence is not just to have knowledge, but
also to understand how to use it to optimize the
production.

Consulting services

Specialities and projects

BergUtbildarna AB also has very long experience
from consulting activities in the field of mining
design, cautious blasting in built up areas, optimizing of fragmentation in quarry blasting plans for
bench-, trench- and tunnel blasting etc.
BergUtbildarna AB have been involved in many
large mining and construction activities for example in the LKAB Kiruna mine in northern Sweden,
the big railway project Botnia banan along the
Swedish northern coast, several tunnel projects as
Norra Länken and Södra Länken in Stockholm,
the Trollhättan tunnel and the Strömstad tunnel in
western Sweden among others.
Cautious blasting with optimizing the blasts and
minimizing the vibrations is our specialty.

The founder, consultants and clients

BergUtbildarna AB has been working with projects
for several Swedish contractors as Skanska, NCC,
Peab, BeMo. Lemminkäinen, mining companies as
LKAB and Boliden, and important clients as the
Swedish Road authorities and the Swedish Railway
authorities but also for the Swedish Board for Occupational Safety and Health to analyze risks for
rock building projects and to get the Code of good
practice.
The founder and the owner of the company, Michael
Hermansson, Mining Engineer, M Sc, is also senior
consultant in blasting together with Mats Olsson,
Mining Engineer, M Sc. Responsible for Mining
design projects is Hans Thorshag, Mining Engineer,
M Sc.

BergUtbildarna AB

International activities

Contact us

Bergutbildarna AB has international experience
in training in drilling and blasting by working in
Nigeria, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Pakistan, Iran, Panama,
Cuba, Singapore, Estonia, Lithuania, Norway and
Farao Islands.

Adress
BergUtbildarna AB
Box 31, SE-185 21 Vaxholm
Sweden

Memberships and cooperation

Telephone
+46 (0) 8 540 600 60

BergUtbildarna AB are a member of: Swedish Rock
Blasting Comittee, Swedish Rock Blasters Association, Swedish Association for Advanced Drilling,
Swedish Aggregates Producers Association, The Board
of Educational Training in Blasting Technique.
Bergutbildarna AB are working in close contact with
Swedish Authorities; Swedish Board of Occupational
Safety and Health, SRSA - Swedish Rescue Services
Agency, Swedish Police Authorities.

Fax
+46 (0) 8 540 600 84
Email
berg@bergutbildarna.se
Website
www.bergutbildarna.com

